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 Imbalanced data area kind of data that can be found in real life, such as rare 
case in medical diagnosis. When used in machine learning and data mining,these data 
will affect the learning performance of algorithms.This is due to the amount of 
instances in the group of interest is much smaller than the other groups. In the field of 
machine learning, when data are balanced, a learning algorithm can be applied 
efficiently in terms ofoverall classification accuracy. For unbalanced data, the 
boundary of decision of most learning algorithms tend to bias toward the majority 
class andthe classification in the minority class will be misclassified. Therefore, we 
present a new technique called EnsDTV 
(Ensemble_Learning_with_DecisionTree_Visualization) for dealing with imbalanced 
classification problem: high imbalanced ratio and different overlapped ratio.To solve 
this problem,we apply the ensemble learningusing both bagging and boosting 
techniques to build models. We compensate themisclassification with cost sensitive 
learning and then use the value from cost matrix in the learning process to adjust the 
parameters of the ensemble learning. We adopt decision tree algorithm for data 











optimal imbalanced dataset by reducing an overlapped region. The results showed that 











thatreduction of the overlapped region then sends the EnsDTV method can solve the 
imbalanced data classification problem efficiently which high imbalance ratio and 
different overlapped ratio. Especially the ensemble learning using boosting techniques 
will enhance the classification minority classbetter than bagging. While the ensemble 
learning using bagging techniques cannot work in both case of high imbalance ratio 
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